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tHe neW era oF SmuGGlinG
in tHe mediterranean Sea
the Project "the new era of Smuggling in the mediterranean Sea" (neSmeS) intends to better understand the interactions between different kinds of illicit traffics (e.g.
human trafficking, drugs trafficking and cigarette smuggling) committed by organized criminality within the mediterranean Sea, with specific regards to 5 Countries: italy,
Spain, Portugal, Germany and Greece and in the general
framework of eu.
the research is carried out by a team of Scholars and
Professors of the university of Palermo: Prof. Vincenzo militello (Project leader), Prof. alessandro Spena, Prof. licia
Siracusa and Prof. annalisa mangiaracina, together with
three research Post-doc Fellows, Valentina Punzo, riccardo omodei and Salvatore orlando.
in order to widen the research and collect materials and
experiences, the cycle of seminar will convene international
experts and prominent academics and scholars. the seminars will allow the project team to better understand the different approaches to the issues and to discuss with different
points of view the ﬁrst research-outcomes.
in order to sign up to the cycle of seminars, please send an
e-mail to nesmes. pmi@unipa.it before 25.02.2019 (object iscrizione ciclo seminari 2019) with your name and university id.
Seminar venue will be aula Circolare a.a. romano (Second
Floor).

unipa.it/nesmes.pmi
the Project is funded by Pmi imPaCt, a global grant initiative by Philip morris
international to support projects dedicated to ﬁghting illicit trade and related crimes.
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•

manuel Cancio melia, universidad autonoma de madrid
izabella Cooper, Frontex
mirentxu Corcoy, universitat de Barcelona (uB)
Juan Carlos Hortal, universitat de Barcelona (uB)
antonio la Spina, luiSS, rome
teresa manso, Freiburg and universitat oberta de Catalunya
anabela miranda rodriguez, universidade de Coimbra
Valsamis mitsilegas, Queen mary university, london
John Vervaele, utrecht law School
till Bettels, Prosecutor’s ofﬁce, offenburg, Germany
Benjamin Vogel, Freiburg
Sigfried Wittwer, Customs ofﬁce, Germany

otHer S PeaKer S
antonio Balsamo, Permanent representative to united nations, Wien |
alessandro Carrozzo, Colonel, Financial Police, Palermo | lucilla
Cassarino, Customs and Border Protection ofﬁce, Palermo | Francesco del
Grosso, Police ofﬁcer, Palermo | Giuseppe di Chiara, university of Palermo
| roberto Conti, Court of Cassation, rome | Calogero Ferrara, Prosecutor’s
ofﬁce, Palermo | Claudia Ferrari, Prosecutor’s ofﬁce, Palermo | Federica
la Chioma, Prosecutor’s ofﬁce, Palermo | Paola maggio, university of
Palermo | lucia Parlato, university of Palermo | Simona ragazzi,
Preliminary investigation Judge, Catania | Giorgia righi, Prosecutor’s ofﬁce,
Palermo | dario Scaletta, Prosecutor’s ofﬁce, Palermo | Cosmo Virgilio,
Colonel, Financial Police, Palermo |
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l e C t u r e S
Date and Coordinator

Speakers

Topics

1 march 2019 (Fri)

Key speaker

BenJamin VoGel

1. the proceeds of illicit
trafﬁcs: anti-money laundering and the changing
face of public-private
cooperation.

3 pm
Vincenzo militello

7 march 2019 (tHu)

Dario Scaletta

Key speaker

10 am

ValSamiS mitSileGaS

alessandro Spena

Simona ragazzi

14 march 2019 (tHu)

Key speaker

10 am

manuel CanCio melia

Vincenzo militello

Cosmo Virgilio

18 march 2019 (mon)
3 pm

mirentxu CorCoY BidaSolo
Juan CarloS Hortal

licia Siracusa

alessandro Carrozzo

22 march 2019 (Fri)
3 pm

Key speaker
antonio la SPina

Vincenzo militello

Calogero Ferrara
Francesco del Grosso

Key speakers
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28 march 2019 (Fri)

Key speaker

3 pm

tereSa manSo

Vincenzo militello

Giorgia righi

2. Criminalising Humanitarianism? the criminalisation of migrant smuggling between international and european law

3. the phenomenon of drug
trafﬁcking between new
drugs and old legal paradigms

4. irregular immigration,
human trafﬁcking and Criminal law: the Spanish
experience

5. the role of organized criminality in the illicit trafﬁcking in the mediterranean area: from drug trafﬁcking to cigarette smuggling and from arms trafﬁcking to migrant smuggling

6. multilevel criminal policy
against trafﬁcking of human beings and smuggling of migrants
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4 april 2019 (tHu)
10 am

research neSmeS

Speakers

Topics

Key speaker

7. Cigarette Smuggling as a
crossborder crime, between yesterday and
today

SiGFried WittWer
Claudia Ferrari

annalisa mangiaracina

5 april 2019 (Fri)
3 pm

Lucilla Cassarino

Key speaker

anaBela miranda rodriGueS

alessandro Spena

Federica la Chioma

12 april 2019 (Fri)

izaBella CooPer

3 pm
alessandro Spena

16 april 2019 (tue)
3 pm
annalisa mangiaracina

Key speaker

Giuseppe di Chiara

Key speaker

JoHn VerVaele

Key speaker

3 pm

till BettelS

annalisa mangiaracina

Paola maggio

3 pm

9. the mandate, activities
and the challenges of
Frontex, the european
border and coast guard
agency

10. the “atypical” evidence
in the multilevel legal system

Federica la Chioma
lucia Parlato

29 april 2019 (mon)

6 may 2019 (tue)

8. new developments in
international cooperation against smuggling: a
critical approach

roBerto Conti
antonio BalSamo

11. the prosecution of organized crime in Germany: substantive and
procedural aspects

12.Concluding round table:
new european challenges in the ﬁght against illicit trafﬁcking

representatives of Sicilian Financial
Police and Carabinieri

Vincenzo militello

Project team and research Fellows
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t o P i C S
1. tHe ProCeedS oF illiCit traFFiCS: anti-moneY launderinG and
tHe CHanGinG FaCe oF PuBliC-PriVate CooPeration
the session will be devoted to analysing the money laundering
as crucial aspect of the illicit traffics: the legal counteraction will
be examined both at an international and at domestic level.
2. CriminalizinG HumanitarianiSm? tHe CriminaliSation oF
miGrant SmuGGlinG BetWeen international and euroPean laW
this session will be devoted to discussing the moral and legal
relevance of migration. in particular, the following questions will
be discussed: is there a right to migrate? do States have the right
to limit and control immigration? and if yes, to what extent does
this right go? How do eu member States treat immigration? do
they recognize it as a right? do they criminalize irregular
migration?
3. tHe PHenomenon oF druG traFFiCKinG BetWeen neW druGS
and old leGal ParadiGmS
the Session will be devoted to analysing the drug trafﬁcking
phenomenon both from a criminological and from a juridical point
of view. From a criminological perspective will be examined the
new dimension of the phenomenon, taking into account the routes,
the substances and the criminality involved. From a juridical point
of view the seminar, among other things, will investigate the
suitability of the prohibition model, with a particular focus on the
criminalization of the drugs use.
4. illeGal immiGration, traFFiCKinG and Criminal laW: tHe
SPaniSH exPerienCe
the seminar will be devoted to analysing the smuggling criminal
offence in Spain in all its different facets. this analysis will be carried
on taking into account also the international and european law.
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5. tHe role oF orGanized CriminalitY in tHe illiCit traFFiCKinG
in tHe mediterranean area: From druG traFFiCKinG to
CiGarette SmuGGlinG; From armS traFFiCKinG to miGrant
SmuGGlinG
the topic will be developed from a socio-criminological
perspective with a specific attention on the analysis of the
organizational models adopted by criminal groups. the seminar
discusses the role of organized criminality and the organizational
methods by criminal groups devoted to the illicit trafficking
considered.
6. multileVel Criminal PoliCY aGainSt traFFiCKinG oF Human
BeinGS and SmuGGlinG oF miGrantS
the Seminar will be devoted to analysing the relation between the
trafﬁcking and smuggling criminal offences. among other things,
the lecture will focus on the international legal framework, with a
particular attention to the un and eu norms.
7. CiGarette SmuGGlinG aS a CroSSBorder Crime YeSterdaY
and todaY
the seminar will be focused on cigarette smuggling in Germany. a
starting point of the lecture will be the empirical complexity of the
phenomenon (statistics from the German customs) to which the
analysis of the features and current development of cigarette
trafﬁcking will follow as well as the discussion of smuggling of
tobacco as the source of funding for transnational crime.
8. neW deVeloPmentS in international CooPeration to FiGHt
SmuGGlinG: a CritiCal aPProaCH
the seminar will be devoted to a critical perspective of the recent
development in the international cooperation in criminal matters
with speciﬁc focus in the ﬁght against smuggling of goods and
people. an investigative approach will be also taken into account
through concrete cases conducted by police agents and
prosecutors.
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9. tHe mandate, aCtiVitieS and tHe CHallenGeS oF Frontex, tHe
euroPean Border and CoaSt Guard aGenCY
the seminar gives an overview of the initiatives undertaken by the
eu to assist member States affected by strong migratory pressure
from 2015 up to now. it covers the operational activities conducted
by Frontex, the results achieved, as well as the most recent
developments affecting the agency. it also looks deeper into the
question whether border control per se is sufﬁcient to address the
migratory crises. the analysis will take into consideration both
humanitarian and security aspects of migration management.
10. tHe “atYPiCal” eVidenCe in tHe multileVel leGal SYStem
the seminar will discuss the more relevant criminal procedure
facets related to the illicit trafﬁcs. Special consideration will be
given to the “new” evidence available both at the eu and at the
member States considered level.
11. tHe ProSeCution oF orGanized Crime in GermanY:
SuBStantiVe and ProCedural aSPeCtS
the seminar will focus on the prosecution of organized smuggling
of migrants and goods, such as narcotics and cigarettes. Firstly, it
will examine the substantive concepts of criminal association and
gang-like or commercial commission of crimes. Secondly it will
present the recent tightening of non-conviction-based-conﬁscation
in German criminal law.
12. ConCludinG round taBle: neW euroPean CHallenGeS in tHe
FiGHt aGainSt illiCit traFFiCKinG
the concluding seminar tries to sum up the reﬂections and ideas
gathered during the seminars cycle. the discussion will be devoted
to outline new perspectives of criminal policy to improve the ﬁght
and the prevention of the forms of cross-border crimes in a
european dimension. a public disclosure of the research outcome
is expected.
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Ke Y SP ea KerS
manuel CanCio melia
Full Professor of law, universidad autonoma
de madrid (uam) since 2008.
law degree from the universidad autónoma de madrid
in 1991, obtained the title of doctor of Philosophy at the
same university in 1997, winning the extraordinario de
doctorado award; pre- and post-doctoral fellow of the
daad (1992/1993 and 1998; university of Bonn); fellow of
the alexander von Humboldt Foundation (2000/2002 at the university of Bonn and monaco of
Bavaria, in 2009 at the university of Freiburg). Professor of Criminal law at the universidad
autónoma de madrid (2000-2008). doctor Honoris Causa from the universidad Peruana los
andes (Huancayo - Junín; 2008) and at the universidad nacional de Córdoba (argentina, 2012)
and at the universidad nacional de la amazonia Peruana (Peru, 2013).

izaBella CooPer
Spokesperson, european Border and Coast
Guard agency (Frontex).

mirentxu C. CorCoY BidaSolo
Full Professor of Criminal law, universitat de
Barcelona (uB).
until 2017, she was the director of the department of
Criminal law and Criminal Sciences, uB; Coordinator of
Criminal law master degree (uB); Head of Criminological
Studies, uB (2001-2008); of Counsel of Business Criminal
law, Gonzalez Franco Corporate & Criminal lawyers;
member of law and Bioethic observatory, uneSCo. He taught in various universities, among
others: universidad de Valparaíso, austral (Buenos aires), Santo tomás (Bogotá), Central de
ecuador (Quito), PuCP (lima). Her area of expertise is general theory of the crime and criminal
proceeding, protection of human and fundamental rights, corporate crime and compliance,
criminal protection of environment, medical liability and public and prive corruption.
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antonio la SPina

Full Professor of Sociology, luiSS Guido Carli,
rome.
He is the director of management and Public
administration Policies, luiSS School of Government.
He taight at the university of macerata, messina,
milano Cattolica and Palermo. He was director of the
School of journalism “mario Francesce” and director
of Social Science, university of Palermo. He is member of Scientific Council, Bachelet
Centre; Full; research Fellow and Jean monnet Fellow, european university institute
(1989/1990); daad Scholar, university of Bielefeld; British Council Scholar, london School
of economics. He is author of several books of organized crime and the impact of illegal
activities in the society: among other, i costi dell'illegalità. Camorra ed estorsioni in
Campania (cur. con G. di Gennaro per la Fond. Chinnici), mulino, 2010; i costi dell'illegalità.
mafia ed estorsioni in Sicilia (cur. per la Fond. Chinnici), mulino, 2008; mafia, legalità
debole e sviluppo del mezzogiorno, mulino, 2005.

tereSa manSo
Freiburg, Germany and universitat oberta de
Catalunya, Spain.
Head of section “Spain and Portugal”, max Planck
institute for Foreign and international Criminal law in
Freiburg im Br.. From 2000 to 2004, she was a
researcher at the university of Freiburg. She holds
aPh.d. with a dissertation on inculpatory ignorance of
the law. She was a guest lecturer at the university Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona (2009 to
2010), at the university of Buenos aires (2010), at the university of a Coruña (2011) and at
the university of málaga (2012-2015). She is the author of publications in Spain, latin
america, and Germany, on mistake of law, the legality principle, environmental offenses,
money laundering, corruption. She has written country reports on Spain for institute
projects on the general part of criminal law, the role of honor in criminal law, preventive
detention, and incest. member of the editorial boards of nova Criminis and diritto Penale
Contemporaneo. Scientific coordinator of the project migration control by means of
criminal law and the laws concerning foreigners.
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anaBela miranda rodriGueS
Full Professor of european and international
Criminal law, universidade de Coimbra
She was ministry of internal administration, Portugal
(2014-2015). director of the law Faculty, university of
Coimbra

(2011-2013);

General

Secretary

of

the

international Penal and Penitentiary Foundation, iPPF
(2015). She worked on an european research project on
“restorative Justice in Penal matters in europe” (2001-2013). President of the instituto de
direito Penal económico e europeu (idPee – FduC). She is also member of Fondation
internationale Pénale et Pénitentiaire, association internationale de droit Penale,
association internationale de défense Sociale, Comité international des Pénalistes
Francophones, revista Portuguesa de Ciência Criminal: membro do Conselho redactoria and
revista de legislação e de Jurisprudência: redactor e membro da Comissão de redacção.

Juan CarloS Hortal
Professor of Criminal law, universitat de
Barcelona (uB)
He studied law, universitat de Barcelona (1997) and
holds a Ph.d. in Criminal law (2004/2005), with a
doctoral thesis on “Protección Penal de la seguridad en
el trabajo. aproximación a la conﬁguración del derecho
Penal en la “sociedad del riesgo” (director: Prof.
Santiago mir Puig). He visited as acadèmic visitor institut für Kriminalwissenschaften der
Wesfälischen Wilhelms-universität, münster (2001) and institut für Gesundheits und
medizinrecht (iGmr) universität Bremen (2005). He teaches several courses at the university
of Barcelona and holds doctoral courses. He is autor of various publication on Criminal law,
such as “Protección penal de la Seguridad en le trabajo” (2005).
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ValSamiS mitSileGaS
Full Professor of european Criminal law and
Global Security and deputy dean for Global
engagement (europe), Queen mary university,
london.
legal advisor, House of lords eu Committee, 2001-2005.
leading expert in the ﬁeld of eu Justice and Home
affairs law, including immigration and asylum law.
author of four monographs and over 80 academic articles. Publications include monograph
on the Criminalisation of migration in europe (Springer) and co-edited volume on
extraterritorial immigration Control: legal Challenges (nijhoff ). regular advisor to the
european Parliament, the european Commission, national governments and parliaments
and nGos on eu Justice and Home affairs law and Policy. Specialist adviser to House of
lords eu Committee for their inquiry on Frontex.

JoHn VerVaele
Full Professor of law, university of utrecht, and
President of the association international de
droit Penal / international association of Penal
law
master of laws (J.d./ll.m) and master in Criminology (ma)
at the university of Ghent (Belgium). Between 1980 and
1985 he was assistant researcher in criminal law and
criminal procedural law at the university of antwerp (Belgium). From 1985 till 1987 he was
senior researcher at the Belgian ministry of Justice. in 1987 he left for the dutch institute for
Social and economic law research (niSer) at the university of utrecht. He was in 1990
appointed assistant Professor in criminal law and criminal procedure and secured the
prestigious Pionier subsidy of the dutch Council for Scientiﬁc research for the 'enforcement
of european law' project (1991-1997). He established in 1991 the Centre for enforcement of
european law at the university of utrecht and was appointed Professor/director in law
enforcement and european integration in 1992. Since 1996 he is also Professor in economic
and Financial Criminal law at the university of utrecht. From 2003 on he is vice-dean and
director of research of the utrecht law School. in 2006 he was nominated vice-president of
utrecht university for latin america.
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Prosecutor’s ofﬁce, offenburg (Germany)
He has been magistrate since 2017; he works as
prosecutor. From 2004 to 2009, he studied law at
the Freie universität Berlin and albert-ludwigsuniversität in Freiburg im Br., Germany. From 2009
to 2013, he worked as research Fellow at maxPlanck-institut
für
internationales
und
ausländisches Strafrecht in Freiburg im Br. He
holds a Ph.d. in Criminal law defending a dissertation on confiscation as a mean to
fight organized crime in italy ("Gewinnabschöpfung zur Bekämpfung organisierter
Kriminalität am Beispiel italiens“, nomos, 2016).

BenJamin VoGel
Freiburg, Germany
Since 2013 Senior research Fellow at the max Planck
institute for Foreign and international Criminal law in
Freiburg, where he is also working on his habilitation
under the supervision of the institute’s director,
Professor ulrich Sieber. He studied law at the
universities of Potsdam, Paris-nanterre and Cambridge,
and passed his Ph.d. on German and english fraud law under the supervision of Professor
Wolfgang mitsch. He is author (together with ulrich Sieber) of the monograph
terrorismusﬁnanzierung (2015) and editor (together with matthew dyson) of the angloGerman comparative volume the limits of Criminal law (2018), as well as assistant editor
of the Foreign review of the zeitschrift für die gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft (zStW)

.

SiGFried WittWer
Customs ofﬁce, Germany
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P roJ eC t tea m
ProJeCt leader

VinCenzo militello
Full professor of Criminal law, Palermo
university (law School) and Jean monnet Fellow
(2015-2018: “mobility, security and the new
media”).
He taught “Criminology” and “Comparative, european
and international Criminal law”. author of more than
170 scientiﬁc publications (60 in international journals
and books). Co-director of the Books series Quaderni di diritto penale comparato,
internazionale ed europeo. member of the editorial boards of several international reviews
of criminal law. Scientiﬁc coordinator of many european and international Projects. lecturer

at international workshops and meetings in several universities in italy, Germany, Spain,
Portugal, the netherlands, Colombia, Perú, argentina, austria, Sweden, Poland, Brazil, Korea,
malta, taiwan and macedonian. Since 2010 Honorary Consul of the Federal republic of
Germany for Central and Western Sicily.

Coordinator

aleSSandro SPena
Full professor of Criminal law in the university
of Palermo.
Phd in Criminal law from university of macerata (2005).
teaching courses: Criminal law (2006-to date);
european and comparative criminal law (2012-2014);
Criminology (2013-to date).
during the last years alessandro has developed an
expertise on the relationships between criminal law, criminalisation, and irregular
migration. He devoted two different research stays abroad to studying this relationships:
in 2012, he was a Senior Visiting Fellow at the nathanson Centre on transnational Human
rights, Crime and Security (York university, toronto); while in 2013 he was a Jemolo Fellow
at the nufﬁeld College, oxford. He is part of the ‘Bordercriminologies’ project, based in the
university of oxford. He is regularly invited to speak on the criminalisation of immigrants
in international workshops and seminars. He has also extensively worked on the
relationships between fundamental rights and criminal law, writing a book and various
articles (in italian as well as in international journals) on this subject.
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annaliSa manGiaraCina
Professor of Criminal Procedure, university of
Palermo
annalisa mangiaracina P.h.d. in Criminal Procedure, she
is currently teaching Criminal Procedure at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level. She obtained a
Ph.d. in Criminal Procedure from the university of
Palermo in 2001. She is author of one monograph and
several peer-reviewed articles both in english and italian. Her research focuses on national,
european, international and comparative Criminal Procedure as well as migration law. there
have been a number of topics within her research agenda over the years: proceedings in
absentia, judicial cooperation in criminal matters, ne bis in idem and conﬂict of
jurisdictions, evidence gathering, seizure and conﬁscation, alternatives to detention of
migrants. She has participated in both national and european research Projects. Currently
she is in charge as a scientiﬁc coordinator of the euroCoord Project on “Best practice for
european coordination on investigative measures and evidence gathering” (university of
Palermo). She is member of the eClan and of the associazione tra gli studiosi del processo
penale “G.d. Pisapia”.

liCia SiraCuSa
Criminal law researcher, university of Palermo
She holds a PHd in Criminal law from the university of
macerata (2005). She teaches courses on Criminal law. She
has developed an expertise on environmental criminal
law, immigration law, drugs trafﬁcking, corruption. She
worked as researcher in european Projects (iFo and
GloderS); she has published a book and several articles
and has been invited to conferences on topics related to european criminal law. She took part
as teaching Staff in a Jean monet module (2015-2018) in “mobility, Security and new media” at
the univerrsity of Palermo.
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.

P oSt-d o C r e S ea rC H F e l lo WS
Valentina Punzo
She is adjunct professor of Sociology of deviance and
organized crime at luiss university. She received a Phd in
Sociology and methods of Social Sciences from the
university of Catania and a research fellowship in Sociology
at the university of roma tre aswell as at the university of
Palermo, within the european project GloderS (2012-2015).
She is currently conducting research activities for the neSmes project, regarding the
criminological analysis of illicit trafﬁcking in the mediterranean. Hermain research
interests concern criminal and deviant behavior, rational choice, organized crime, the use
of agent-based simulation for the study of crime, migrant smuggling.

riCCardo erCole omodei
He is a Post-doc fellow in Criminal law at the university of
Palermo. His main research ﬁelds are: Bioethics, Criminal
liability in a medical context, trafﬁcking of human beings
and smuggling of migrants. Winner of the Scholarship
granted by Fondazione Falcone with a project on “le nuove
frontiere della criminalità organizzata: il trafﬁcking of
human beings e la tratta dei minori” (2017). He collaborated
(2016, 2017) on the Jean monnet module “mobility, Security and the new media” (Project
leader: Prof. Vincenzo militello). He supports the teaching activities of the Chairs of
Criminal law of Profs Vincenzo militello and alessandro Spena.

SalVatore orlando
He is a Post-doc Fellow in Criminal law at the university of
Palermo and Criminal lawyer since 2016. He holds a Ph.d.
in Criminal law (2017), with a dissertation on “Criminal
Strategies and economic analysis of Business Crime”. He
was the Fulbright-Fondazione Falcone-niaF Scholar 20162017 and academic visitor at the university of Virginia (uVa),
law School (2017), university of maryland, Criminology dept.
(2016) and oxford university (205). He studied law at the university of Freiburg im Br. (2011)
and Göttingen (2012). His main research ﬁelds are: money laundering, corporate liability,
jurisdictional issues, business crime and migrant smuggling.
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